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Alexe Ivanov and Vaili Gorhkov: Ruian Hacker

Roulette

Ruian hacker Alexe Ivanov wa lured to the United tate and nared
in a hightake certing.
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The FBI's download, the cornerstone of the government's case against the hackers, did not go
unchallenged into the federal courts, or, for that matter, into the annals of U.S.-Russian
relations. When the FBI broke into the Russian computers, they did so without two important
sanctions: One was the permission or cooperation of Russian authorities; the other was a
search warrant, which was not acquired until three weeks after the download. Whether the
Justice Department attempted to coordinate the investigation with Russian authorities remains
a subject of dispute. Federal agents have testified that they attempted to work with Russian
authorities, but that their communications went unanswered. The Russians say there was no
such effort and claim the download violated a 1997 agreement among G-8 nations that
mandates "investigation and prosecution of international high-tech crimes must be coordinated
among all concerned states, regardless of where harm has occurred." Russian authorities have
reportedly issued arrest warrants for the agents involved.

Once it entered the federal court system, the case against Vasiliy Gorshkov moved quickly to
conclusion. Gorshkov was tried in Washington state, where U.S. District Judge John C.
Coughenour was unreceptive to arguments that the FBI overstepped its search and seizure
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authority. In Coughenour's opinion, the data on computer drives in Chelyabinsk was not
protected by the Fourth Amendment. The decision meant that federal agents had the right to
break into computers in other national jurisdictions, as long as it was for purposes of law
enforcement. It also meant that Gorshkov had little hope of beating the rap. And he didn't.

Ivanov's legal journey would follow a different path. Because one of the companies he offered
to "help" was based in Connecticut, his case was moved to Hartford. A veteran defense
attorney named C. Thomas Furniss was appointed to represent Ivanov. Furniss brought on
board a young lawyer and former technology worker named Morgan Rueckert. Rueckert was
intrigued by the case, which he suspected would test some of the nascent limits of cyberlaw.

"This was the first case in which the government used methods like these," explains Rueckert.
"They set up a fake company and then solicited a job application. They used that method to
bypass what you could call a deficiency in extradition agreements."

Rueckert believes that the warrantless search of Ivanov's computer in Russia was also a first. In
defending that search, prosecutors claimed that if they had not acted swiftlymore swiftly than
the time it would take to get a warrantthe incriminating data would have been destroyed. While
that may be true, says Rueckert, the government also failed to get a warrant when it asked CTS
to hand over the data that Ivanov had stored on its servers.

"In that instance," says Rueckert, "the government may have violated the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act."

While Rueckert examined the privacy issues, defense lawyer Furniss fixed on a larger target. His
first motion was to dismiss on the grounds that the government lacked jurisdiction. The
question is, says Furniss, "Does Congress intend the criminal statute...to be applied
extraterritorially? It's an interesting question and some of the law in this area goes back to the
1700s, when pirates were attacking U.S. ships. In fact, as I read them, the Computer Crime
statutes before 1996 really could not be said to reflect that intent, but there have been some
amendments."

Curtis Karnow, a partner at the law firm of Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal and an expert on
extraterritorial jurisdiction, says Furniss's motion was a good one, a sensible tactic that is often
tried but never works. As it turned out, it didn't work with U.S. District Judge Alvin Thompson
either. And it didn't much matter, once the prosecution pointed out that Ivanov had, for some of
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his exploits, used at least one proxy server located in the United States. It was all Judge
Thompson needed to hear. For this case at least, the defendant had effectively perpetrated
criminal acts within the United States. That ruling, along with several other issues (such as the
prospect of four more trials in other jurisdictions), persuaded Ivanov and his legal team that a
guilty plea would be the best way out.

Rueckert agrees that a plea was a good choice for his client, even if it did leave unresolved
some important issues of privacy, cyberlaw and the modus operandi of law enforcement.
"Number one," he says, "is about the way the government got data from CTS. The issue there
is the individual's expectation of privacy concerning data that is stored remotely. What process
should the government have to obtain access to this kind of data? Secondly, should the
government be required to obtain a search warrant, and should the defendant be given legal
protections? What kind of notice should the government give? There is also the issue of the
method the government used to [ensnare Ivanov]. I think that the method they used offended a
lot of people outside the United States. All of these issues are important."

As significant as those legal issues are, Rueckert admits that for him, the most captivating
aspects of cybercrime are psychological. "The thing that fascinated me here," he says, "was
that in Internet crimes you can have a kid, basically, sitting in his basement halfway around the
world, and with the click of a mouse, he can cause incredible concern, fear and economic
damage all across the country. And the person who is doing it doesn't really see the results. It
can be very easy for someone like that to view what they're doing as a game."

Alexey Ivanov doesn't disagree. Hacking was a challenge, and challenges are always fun. It was
also, in a strange and roundabout way, a means to what Ivanov says is a happy ending.
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